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Student dead
after alcohol
related crash
By CHRIS DRAGO
News Reporter

W

Joshua Smith/Photo Editor

Joseph Lisowski receives a gift from one of Santa's helpers at the Winona Mall last Saturday.
Winona State sophomore Karl Hoppe plays Santa on Saturdays during the Christmas season.
For some local Christmas charity opportunities see 'Tis the season. .. on page 7.

inona State University student Jeffrey P. Hammer, 23, from Normal Ill, died Nov. 27 at St. Mary's
Hospital in Rochester, Minn. due to
injuries sustained in a car crash in
Buffalo County Wis. on Nov. 21..
Peter J. Novak 26, the driver of the
vehicle, faces drunken driving charges
along with driving after his license
had been suspended according to the
Buffalo County police.
Buffalo County sheriff's investigator Vern Vandeberg said Novak may
face additional charges pending further investigation.
The accident occured at about 2
a.m near Thomas Rd. on Hwy. 35
between The Four-mile and The Refuge taverns. Novak, 157 E. Sanborn
St., reportedly walked to a nearby
tavern to report the accident. sources
say.
Novak was treated for unknown
injuries at Community Memorial
Hospital. His blood alcohol content
exceeded Wisconsin's legal limit of
.10 percent. His exact BAC was not
available.
Vandeberg said the case is still under investigation and denied further
comment until the investigation has
been completed.

n 1992, 45% of
fatal accidents
were alcohol
related.
People ages 18-24
made up 30.3% of
the total number of
fatal drunk driving
accidents.
Sources:U.S.National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and Fatal Accident Reporting System
Research by Megan Ryan
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WSU again hosting
writer's conference
By SUNNI SCHULZ
Asst. Variety Editor

T

he Great River Writer's Conference is being hosted again by Winona
State University for the first time since
1992. The three-day conference, which
features professional authors and poets, is scheduled for this coming spring.
Coordinating the 1996 conference
is WSU English professor John
Reinhard, the current poet-in-residence at Lourdes Hall. Reinhard lives
in St. Paul. Reinhard also directed the
1992 conference.
According to WSU English professor Gary Eddy, the spring conference
is going to be conducted much like the
one hosted here in 1992. The Alverna
Center, on the former St. Theresa campus, is the site for the conference, said
Eddy.
The professional authors scheduled
to attend the conference are poets LiYoung Lee, Judith Minty and Edward
Kleinschmidt and short cition writers
Jonis Agee and Ron Rindow.

"I suspect we will draw folks from
out of town, as there will be a few bigname authors there. We often have
alumni attend as well as a small show
of Winona State students," said Eddy.
Winona State students can submit
poetry and short stories to the conference. Authors attending the conference will read and critique the submissions, then each author and a WSU
English professor will lead a group of
students in a discussion about writing.
Eddy is responsible for bringing
Li-Young Lee to the conference. Lee is
the author of two poetry books, "The
City In Which I Love You" and 'The
Rose."
"Li-Young and I have been friends
fora long time, but I haven't spoken to
him in about three years. I didn't
know what to expect when I called
him, but it turned out to be the warmest and the most delightful phone call,"
Eddy said.
The Great River Writer's Conference has always been hosted by Winona State.The conference was started
in 1983 by WSU professors Emilio

DeGt-azia and Orval Lund.
The conference continued for the
next four years through either the
direction of Lund or DeGrazia.
'The first four conferences were
different than the ones directed by
John Reinhard," said DeGrazia "We
had themes for each one, and they
were a week long instead of a few
days. We chose The Writer's Moral
Responsibility' as the first theme because it was a big issue."
The first Great River Writer's Conference was conducted in the summer
of 1983 and attracted 11 authors from
around the country.
"We had a strong public component back then. It was a program for
the community as well as Winona
State. Our purpose was to bring outstanding writers in," Lund explained.
The 1984 conference was directed
by DeGrazia with the understanding
that Lund was direct the 1985 conference. The 1984 theme was "Impact of
the Vietnam War," and among the
authors attending were Gen. Douglas

By KAREN SIEBER
News Editor

and
PAULA HOUSTON
Variety Editor

W

See Conference, page 6

'In Search of Community', Lyceum
committee plans for next year
By JORDAN CORKERY
News Editor

The Winona State University Foundation is not allocating funds to the
Lyceum program this year. Yet, this is
not goingto have an affect on the
program's quality or quantity.
Last year, the program received
$7,000 from the WSU Foundation, but

The theme for next year's season is
due to the rise in scholarship needs,
there was no money left over for this "In Search of Community." The Lyceum Committee will meet on Friday
series and other programs.
According to Tim Hatfield, Chair- to discuss and review applications for
person of the Lyceum Committee, the next year's series.
Applications were due Nov. 15.
budget has not been cut. The money
Faculty
and student groups were elipreviously supplied by the Foundation was not counted into the budget, gible to submit applications.
The same type of programs are
therefore no changes will occur in the
planned
for next year.
program.

Joshua Smart/Photo

One of the Bud Light Daredevils soars to the rim in McCown
Gym during a half time performance at last Wednesday's
Battle for the Rock game against St. Mary's University.

inona State University
Senior Jolene Nelson was awarded
a $500 scholarship from the Penny
Fellowship Advisory Board.
The money will be used towards the cost of her internship
with American Red Cross of St.
Paul. During her internship,
Nelson will work with disaster
victims and military families, give
community education presentations and train volunteers.
In the past, Nelson has served
as a cultural diversity assistant for
Minnesota State University Student Association, taught English
to women from Mexico and Somalia and has worked for the Boys
and Girls Club.
Christine Lindquist, Penny Fellowship program director said
"Jolene's application stood out primarily because of the involvement
that she has working with people."
Since 1987, the Penny Fellowship has awarded over $55,000 in
scholarships to 120 students, 19 of
which were from Winona State.
Nelson will graduate this
Spring with a degree in social
work
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What's Going On?
Fletcher shows Nordic Ski Club Internship Info Ad Fed Hosts
Paintings
Attention skiers! The Nordic Ski
All Communication Studies and Speaker
Viterbo College art professor Peter Club will hold an informational meet- Organizational Communication ma-

Fletcher will be presenting a slide show
and lecture in room 120 of Pasteur Hall
on Thurs., Dec. 7, from 3 to 4pm. A
reception is s cheduled from 7 to 9pm
later that evening.
Fletcher's work, a collection entitled "At Home and Abroad", will be
displayed at the Paul Watkins Gallery
on the WSU campus until Dec.15.

ing on Thursday, Dec. 7 at 4 p.m. in the jors are invited to an internship night
Purple Rooms. The group meets to ski on Dec. 7. The meeting will be held at
around different trails in Winona and 6:30 p.m. in PAC's Green Room. Guest
others near St. Mary's. Anyone is wel- speakers and faculty will give Inforcome to join and there is no fee. For mation on how to get an internship,
more information call Mike at 453- and the steps involved.
1309 or Greg at 453-1165.
Anyone interested in an internship
or volunteer work at WSU's Credit
Union is welcome on Wednesday,
Dec. 6 at 4 p.m. in the Wenonah Room.
For more information call 457-5882.

American Sign
Poetry Contest Language Club
The National Library of Poetry will
award $24,000 in prizes to 250 poets in
the North American Poetry contest.
The contest is free and open to anyone. Also, every poem entered has a
chance to be published in a deluxe,
hardbound anthology.
To enter, send one poem of your
choice to The National Library of Poetry, 11419 Cronridge Dr., P.O. Box
704-1986, Owings Mills, MD 21117.
Poems should be no longer than 20
lines, with your name and address on
the top of the page. The deadline for
the contest is Dec. 31.

Dance Recital

The American Sign Language Club
will meet on Dec. 7 at 4 p.m. in Dining
The WSU Department of Theatre
Room E. The topic of discussion for the and Dance is presenting a Senior dance
meeting will be the opening of the recital on Saturday, Dec. 9 at 8 p.m. on
position of vice-president, and appli- the mainstage in the PAC.
cations will be taken.
Tickets are $2 for the public and $1
for WSU students, staff and faculty.
All proceeds will go to the WSU Department of Theatre and Dance Scholarship Fund.
The Ultimate Frisbee Club will be
selling t-shirts in the Student Union
for $10 from 12-4 until Dec. 8.
The group is also currently sponsoring a holiday clothing drive to benefit the city.
Bad Monaz, the women's ultimate
frisbee team, meets every
Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday at
Internal elections for three Senator
A grief and loss group is being or- 10 p.m. in Memorial Gym. No experi- positions will beheld on Dec.13. There
ganized by WSU's Counseling Center ence is needed to join.
is also a position open on the Judicial
for those who have lost someone close
The Kling-onz will play the Doggs Board and another position open on
to them in the past year. For more in a charity football game Saturday. the Grievance Board. These positions
information call Jeanette Anderson in Kickoff will be at 1 p.m. at East Lake in are open to all students. Those interWinona by the Jaycee Pavilion.
the Counseling Center at 457-5330.
ested should stop in the Senate office .

Christmas
Concert
The Many Moods of Christmas will
be presented by the WSU Choral Union
and the Winona Symphony Orchestra
on Dec. 10. The concert will be held at
4 p.m. on the Main Stage of WSU's
Performing Arts Center. Tickets are
$8 for adults and $3 for students.

Ultimate Frisbee

Senate
Positions Open

Grief Group
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Lyle Blanchard, account executive
for Z-93 and former WSU graduate
will be speaking about his career on
tonight at 8 p.m. in Howel1135. Everyone is welcome to attend.
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The Mamas, Winona State University's first student newspaper established
in 1922, is managed, funded, and operated by, and for the students of Winona
State University. The Winona', generates 66 percent of its budget through
advertising sales. The remaining 35 percent is provided through student activity
fees.
Subscriptions for pereons outside of the university are available from the
business manager. Address all correspondence: The Winona',, Winona State
University, Kryzsko Commons, Winona 55987, ph (507) 457-5520.
The Winanan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper by the
Minnesota Better Newspaper Association in the area of student journalism for
both individual achievement and as a whole. The Winonan is copyrighted and

may not be reproduced without permission.
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What's up?
Do you know of something that
should appear in this column? Is your
group/club doing something special
this week? If so, then please let us
know. Write down on a piece of paper
what the event is, who is involved,
when and where it is, the cost if any,
and a name and phone number of who
to contact for more information. Drop
off the info in the news mailbox in the
Winonan office. Were located in the
Lower Hyphen of Kryzsko Commons.
We're always looking for new ideas.
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HAIR STYLING • SUNTANNING

&

GOOD FOR
ONE $2.00 TAN
20% OFF PRODUCTS

454-4855

SPRING BREAK '96

$389 .90

BIANCHI

Ntra

Lyle Blanchard
A Former WSU Graduate
Lyle will be speakiing about his career and experiences in
advertising, on

Wed. Dec 6th at 8:00 In
Howell 135
Everyone Is Welcome

Expires 12/15/95

L

Account Executive

51 E. 3rd St.
_
1 454 -213
i
4=------‘"-"&"--- WINONA'S #1 LIVE ROCK - N -ROLL BAR
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FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
JACQUI AT 452-0577
RO S S I

BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS AT

TOURS

1-800-875-4525
*PARTIES EVERY urn!! 10:30PM-3:00AM*
OPEN BAR AT THE BEST GLUES ON THE PLANET!!

A•D.A.M. Standard-Student Edition is your

• • 4 • 4. 4 • •

multimedia survival kit for passing
anatomy. Dissect, identify, study systems
and regions. Prepare better, faster.

,

WM"

I II ,

TUNA ZEN TRIO
opens for

six Oh '711e5
'41211.417 141 714-5n42.5 7,

the DROVERS

SPRING BREAK "96" IN MEXICO
erelfelt71

FROM $379 INCLUDES AIR, HOTEL AND TRANSFERS

PARTY PACKAGES AVAILABLE, DISCOUNTS, BEACH EVENTS AND CO-ED GAMES
OVER 15 HOTELS AND CONDOMINIUMS TO CHOOSE FROM
CONFIRMED FLIGHT TIMES OUT OF MINNEAPOLIS/ST.PAUL HHH TERMINAL

Wftr,171,M FROM $369 INCLUDES AIR, HOTEL AND TRANSFERS
OVER 12 DIFFERENT HOTELS AND CONDOMINIUMS TO CHOOSE FROM
CONFIRMED FLIGHT TIMES OUT OF IAINNEAPOUS/ST. PAUL HHH TERMINAL
PRICES ARE BASED ON OUAD OCCUPANCY, PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE DEPARTURE TAXES Of $34.45

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

IPV TRAVEL 1-800-233-1815 OR SUNBREAKS 1-800-446-8355

L
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Visit your college bookstore
or call 1-800-322-1377.
- 14 0 NI I u R

.

WE HAVE GREAT HOMEMADE FOOD CHEAP CHECK IT OUT

Special student price - $149.95
(
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.fake's Bar
Formerly Banger's Pub!

Weekly Specials
Sun.,Mon., Tues. FREE POOL
Sunday: FREE POOL and 3 for 1 Taps during the football games!
Monday: FREE POOL With Pitcher
Specials!
Tuesday: FREE POOL and 2 for 1 Pitchers
Wednesdays: NO COVER 4 for 1 Taps
Thursdays: NO COVER
Ladies Drink FREE Light Taps from 9:00 -

12:00
Guys NO COVER 1/2 Price Rails and Taps
9:00 - Close
Friday: Progressive Pitchers From
8:00- 11:00
Friday and Saturday Shot and Beer
Specials!

NATURAL N \V Every Dily
HABITAT
coffeehouse

Breakfast
Iron(

NMI

II 1 n Ili!

J A VA

NOT
IN OUR
TOWN
is an inspiring
half-hour TV
show about
the people of
Billings,
Montana who
joined together to stand up
for their neighbors when
they were under attack by white supremacists.
The show highlights the important role of labor,
religious groups, law enforcement, and the media
in fighting intolerance.

NOT IN
OUR
TOWN
Shows how
we all can
take action
to prevent
hate crimes
in our own
communities.

NOT IN
OUR
TOWN will
be shown on PBS - TV stations Sunday, December
17, at 10:30 p.m. ET. Check your TV listings or
call your PBS station.

Join in Observing

NOT IN OUR TOWN WEEK!
December 10-17, 1995
• Get together with others to watch NOT IN
OUR TOWN, and discuss it afterwards.

symbol for posters, buttons, and ads or articles in
your union publication and local newspapers.

Organizing "Town Hall" meetings with students,
teachers, union members, human-rights commissions, local police, and others—or even gathering
in someone's home to watch the show—can help
build awareness about the dangers of hate
crimes. After the show, discuss what's happening
locally, and take strong action against hate activity.

• Get your local communities to proclaim NOT
IN OUR TOWN WEEK as a way of discussing the issue of hate crimes among lawmakers.

• Inform local media about NOT IN OUR
TOWN and encourage them to do local stories
about the issue.
For study guides, community "how to" guides,
posters, buttons, ads, and other information, call

• Ask teachers and principals to make NOT
IN OUR TOWN a "National Schoolwork
Assignment" for children—and their parents

510-547-8484.

Use the NOT IN OUR TOWN logo as a

451 (tuf f Street, 507/45:Z-7020
M-Th 7am - 11 pm; Fri 7am - 12atn
Sat 9am-12am; Sun 9om-9pm

4D

14

FROM THE

AFSCME

LEADER

$3.00 OFF ALL CD'S
$ 2.00 O FF A1N . lItclEs,SE SS E TTE S

■rp

(S9.1.: AND UP SALE PRICES NOT INCLUDED)

II THE PHARCYDE
Bizarre Ride II

Coming
Tuesday, December 12 9
cilternative music in
Fitzgerald's! Featuring
Live music By Road Trip!

811.99 CD
$6.99 CASS.

WW1 P; AN ESSAY OF GO
WORDS OR. LESS ON HOW
YOU TPIE EIGHT FOR
YOUR MIND. THE WINNER
WILL RECEIVE A CAMPUS
:SURVIVAL XII COMPLEMENT&
OP' f..APITOL RE-CORDS AND
PACE THE MUSIC.

$11.99 CD
$6.99 CASS-

osAY CONTEsT
$11.99 CD
$6.99 CASS.

THE FINAL WINNER WON'T
HR DRAWN UNITI, JANUARY
12TH. ALL ENTRIFS WILL 13F,
JUDGED ON CREATIVITY AND
HUMOR_ ENTER. AS OFTEN AS
HUMOR.
YOU LIKE, NO PURCHASE
NECESSARY TO WIN, PRIZE
VALUE $I 60.00 - S2 I:>0 .00,

VALUABLE COUPONS! VALUABLE COUPONS! VALUABLE COUPONS!
mmimmumumm...m qammimINE

MAG1C liFdpep 7110... CZ
95
P5
- ITALIAIN
SELECT CERT. I LEGENDS: "SKYBOX PREMIER:
$1.29 PACK I
:$5.29
PACK
,
$5.99 PACK $39.99 BOX1
FOOTZFALC

UNIT 12 PACKS PER CV-MAIER

January 9th,
Fitzgerald's Welcomes
Back the Johnny Holm
Band!
Rock With Retro Every Wednesday At Fitzgerald's!
Line Dancing Starts
Tuesday, January 2nd.
Win Spring Break Trips Starting
Wednesday, January 3rd.

•• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

••••••••••

1,10 lE3C.XISE,

(NOT TO RE COMBINED WITH ANY II ▪ (WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT'
QUANTTIES GOOD TILL 12/ 1 2/95) I
CYl'HEti. COUPONS EXP. 12/12/95)

A
-- IERS

25% OFF

(YOU MUST PRESENT THIS
COUPON. GOOD TILL 12/12/95)

-

suck WES

13 INCH 'FIXTURE
REGULARLY

(WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIM! AN

VANITIES 0000 TIM 12 / 12 /95)

UN LAMPS

TILE AUTHENTIC ONE
REGULARLY $50.00

NOW $24.99 NOW $39.99

(WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT
QUANTTIES GOOD TILL 12/12/95)

(WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT
cillANITIES GOOD nu, 12/12/95)

Come Celebrate The New Year With Us111
Sunday, December 31st
ALL YOU CAN EAT AND DRINK! 6:00 - 12:00.
Buffet Dinner Includes: Baked Ham, Prime Rib,
Au Cretin Potatoes, Fresh Vegetables, Salads,
and Assorted Desserts!
Call For Price And Reservation: 452-2328

FACE
THE
MUSIC
ON THE CORNER OF: HUFF
SARNIA

8c
OPEN
MONDAY
SATURDAY
TILL
lOPM
PHONE
SUNDAYS TILL 9PM
452-1342
--—

VISA

Nvc

DISCOVER

102 Johnson St. Downtown Winona. 4524328
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No to Bosnia
Clinton should play in own yard
Last week, in a television address to the country, the President of the United States declared that a total of 20,000 American
troops would be deployed in Bosnia to aid in a NATO peacekeeping mission, whicb was sparked by the peace talks in
Dayton, Ohio last month.
Now that the history is out of the way...
The United States involvement in Bosnia needs to come to an
end, and President Clinton needs to stop flexing his political
muscle overseas. It's time to stop playing Clint Eastwood in The
Enforcer and play the role of Mr. Mom and clean up our house
before we try to clean up the other houses in the neighborhood.
Need an explanation? It's as simple as this: It's an election
year. The country's economy is hopelessly in the red, and the
nation's respect for its political party system is falling apart
faster than a Yugo because of bi-partisan bickering on Capitol
hill. Which, in furn, is dividing the country in half, causing
stalemates on proposals designed to relieve this country's bud
get deficit.
With all that in mind, think about what has been shown as the
best way to pull a country out of financial crisis at least 4 times
in the past 95 years? You guessed it! War. War makes big money
and makes happy Amencans. There's only one problem here,
the U.S. isn't at war. The U.S. is on a peacekeeping mission;
a.k.a., a police action.
A police action? That sounds vaguely familiar. Anybody
remember Vietnam? The ugliest war that America never officially entered? Our troops were there initially for almost identical reasons as the reasons they are in Bosnia today. To maintain
a level of peace.
Must we be reminded that more American service men were
killed in Vietnam than in all wars combined? Yes, because
history is doomed to repeat itself.
But politicians are often blind to history and focused on
political o_pportunities. So, why
why is this police action so opporstnving so hard for this?
tune for Clinton? Why has he
Clinton can involve the country overseas, boost his numbers in
the polls and never have to go through the hostile congress to
pass a declaration of war to achieve his goals. If everything goes
well, he'll succeed in raising spirits, money, and his standing in
the polls through a police action.
hat so many do not realize is the longer the U.S. can avoid
involvement in another costly conflict, the better the chance our
leaders will wake up and realize that U.S. political involvement
in overseas affairs, such as peace talks and maintaining peace
accords with a show of military might, is not where the country's
priorities lie. The U.S. needs toget itself into at least semiworking condition before committing itself to shape up other
countries.
Let's say, for arguments sake, Bosnia is playing the role of a
subordinate in the workplace. Clinton is the boss, and the peace
agreement is an arrival of new computers for the entire office.
Logic says Clinton can't tell Bosnia how to work the new
computer on its desk until he learns how to run the one on his
desk. first. Get it?
Here's another morsel to feed your think tank; It is very
unlikely that you would ever see another country step in to try
to resolve the budget deficit, homelessness, unemployment,
gang warfare in the streets, high crime in major urban cities,
violence stemming from racial tensions, etc... The list goes on
and on.
Why does Clinton feel the need to continue playing the role
of the international police officer? The cold war is now a memory
and the term "superpower" only applies to people who wear
capes and reverse the earth's rotation.
It comes down to this. We are not alone on this planet. The
atrocities which were being committed in Bosnia were, without
a doubt, a global concern. NATO and U.S. allies all expressed
their concerns over the violence and expressed interest in attempts to come to an agreement which would end the destructive conflict. Why is it then the U.S. feels it needs to step forward
and take control of the situation? Is it not enough that other
capable countries expressed concerns? Are NATUI - and its allies
not a powerful enough force to reconcile these differences?
Clinton needs to lessen the role the U.S. has in NATO peacekeeping efforts, heal the country's problem riddled society, and
let someone else take the NATO helm for a while. We'll be back
when we know what we're doing!

Issue of health
Students angry at wrong people
about health insurance payments
Recently, the student senate came under fire for their perceived involvement in some changes made to the health-care
payment options for international students.
In October, the International Students Club called for the
resignation of Student Senate President Christine Nelson after
the student senate decided to recommend to the school a twopayment option as a compromise on behalf of the international
students, who were being required to make a single large
payment at the beginning of the school year. The international
students wanted to make three payments for their mandatory
health-care program, and viewed the compromise as unfair and
not in their best interest.
Now, three months into the school year, a more crucial issue
has come to light, perhaps as a result of this conflict. A group of
international students LAD make their full, one-time payment at
the beginning of the school year, as was the policy. But, because
this is a normal group insurance plan, all group members must
make their payments before the policy can be activated for any
students, even those who have already paid. The students who
paid have been, and still are without coverage while this issue
is being resolved. Somehow, in the process of trying to obtain
affordable healthcare, some international students have left all
international students without any health-care, affordable or
otherwise.
Granted, the International Students Club may have valid
reasons for wanting a three payment option, but their anger and
energy is being focused in the wrong 'direction if that anger is
toward the student senate, and is the result of a belief that the
student senate is responsible foriDa yment requirements in place.
The International Students Club might find it easier to achieve
theirgoals if they present their case to those who can actually
help them.
Perhaps part of this conflict is the result of a misunderstanding as to the extent of the authority of the student senate. They
have none. The student senate doesn't have the authority to
affect changes in school policy.. In fact, only the administration
has the authority to do for the international students what they
want done. While the student senate does study and make
recommendations on issues that affect students, and these recommendations areven
gi respectful consideration by administration, they are still just that - recommendations. Nothing
more. The ultimate decision-making power is where it always
has been : not in lower level of Kryzsko in the Smaug- but in
Somsen hall, second floor.
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Not all men are root
of violence problems
Dear Editor,

SPORTS EDITOR

AD/BUSINESS MANAGER

KEVIN BECHARD

KYLE KERSHASHY

silent, write your state representatives, senators
and hometown newspapers. Perhaps a few of us
still want to go to northern Minnesota and completely escape the distraction of society. Perhaps
one of us should take Oberstar and Lessard up
north, because I suspect they have never seen the
BWCA in order to appreciate it.

We are writing to respond to the column written
by Kristin Phillipson dated November 1, 1995 conCarol Waldee
cerning the education of me about violence.
While your article was very well written, you Senior, English/Mass Comm.
seem to imply that all men are the problem concerning violence. You also insinuate that all men are in
need of a "formal education" on the meaning of
power and control, and that change will never come
about because men run the country. Lastly, you
seem to imply that women do not need to be educated on violence.
You were unfair to judge or imply that all men are
the problem in society. Most of us normal men know Dear Editor,
the meaning of both power and control and are
rational enough to use it properly. But for those men
I am writing in response to the editorial "Art or
who are not rational, would a class on power and Eyesore" (Nov. 1, 1995) which regarded the discontrol actually work? A would-be rapist will not played nude photo of a pregnant Prof. Colette
get much out of a class concerning power and con- Hyman as offensive and inappropriate.
trol. To label all men this way is insulting to those of
It is this kind of thought process that stigmaus who are not violent or who are not abusive.
tizes and lays shame on the beauty of the naked
You said that women are not the ones in need of body. Why is it okay to use a woman's body to sell
an education. Clearly, in a perfect world, everyone anything from car parts to shampoo, but not okay
should be able to walk home alone at night and not to simply display it in its most natural, basic, raw,
have to worry about getting attacked. But you forgot and beautiful form? If "we" are going to outrage
something--it is not a perfect world. The world is against "pornography" I think "we" should instead
getting increasingly violent, and to say that women write editorials regarding the many mass media
should not take appropriate steps to protect them- that depict women as child-like sex toys, instead of
selves in a less than perfect world is completely off what we truly are and what we truly can become.
base.
If "we" are going to discern between the difference
Your article addresses some very valid points. of nudity and pornography I feel "we" should
But just remember that all men are not the problem. compare Botticelli's "Birth of Venus" to today's
Most of us are sensible enough to know that vio- ever so popular "Melrose Place" and then decide in
lence, assault and rape are savage and evil acts.
which "we" should be disgusted! And if still "we"
have a hard time viewing Prof. Hyman's photograph, I can only suggest "we" only have each other
James A. Brown Jr.
to apologize to.
A.L. Funches

Photo debate good
example of society's
double standards

Mass Communication majors

Legislators, editors
blind to BWCA issue
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to "Motorized Debate,"
appearing in the Nov. 1 issue of the Winonan.
While I do agree with the view that motorized
use in the Boundary Waters Canoe Area (BWCA)
needs to be controlled, I could not help but wonder
how the real issue at stake got totally missed by the
editorial board.
You see, BWCA and Voyagers National Park are
both in danger of being environmentally raped. We
can thank our elected officials James Oberstar (DMN), Bob Lessard (DFL, International Falls), and
others for the introduction of legislation (H.R. 1310,
a bill presented March 23) that will strip Voyagers of
national park status, block wilderness study and
recommendation, harm the Endangered Species Act
by exempting snowmobile access and usage and
completely motorizing the park area.
These steps are seen as a dangerous national
precedent that I, as a lifelong resident of Minnesota,
am ashamed to have happen in my home state.
These northern regions are sacred to us - for their
beauty, their wildlife, and their serenity. Voyagers
was not formally established as a national park until
1975, and just 20 years later we are changing our
minds?
Wake up people! The only way for a voice to be
heard is for a voice to be raised. Will you sit silently
while legislation determines the fate of these two
invaluable areas of our state? If you don't want to be

Kristin Hegberg
Wife, mother and WSU student

Battle for the Rock
could be key to spirit
Dear Editor,

not at WSU anymore, this Warrior team is looking
pretty impressive right off the bat!
The hush that fell over the crowd after WSU got
out to a comfortable lead, and the general lack of
fire, or school spirit, bothered me a little bit, but it's
to be expected since school spirit has never been the
school's strong point, and support for WSU athletics waivers from season to season, and from game
to game. Despite these things, I believe that with a
basketball team who's all fired up about playing
and winning, and fans who are all fired up about
going out and seeing some exciting basketball being played at WSU, then school spirit may be revived and flourish, if only during the basketball
season.
Kudos to the WSU basketball team and, hopefully, continued successes!

Daniel Behnke
Former WSU student

Student learns about
cultural diversity at
Winona workshop
Dear Editor,
On November 9, I attended the Cultural Diversity workshop. I learned a lot from the presentations and exercises. There were quite a few police,
city officials, professors, criminal justice students
and Winona students there. I learned invaluable
tactics for communicating with people of other
racial backgrounds as well as weeding out stereotypes that effect communication. I learned what to
do in different situations when encountering someone of a different cultural background in different
law enforcement settings. Overall, I am thankful
for this opportunity and think that all Winona
students should attend become more acculturated.
There is another chance for students to attend a
Cultural Diversity workshop on December 4, 1995.
Please take advantage of it.

Mike Mueller

Thanks for a quick
response

Last week, I went to watch Winona State and
Saint Mary's University "Battle for the Rock" in Dear Editor,
McCown gymnasium. It was a pretty good game in
which WSU came away with "the Rock" again.
I would like to thank Dr. Kane and his office for
WSU overpowered St. Mary's early on in the game, their quick response to my complaint. One week
which made the game not quite as exciting as last ago, I called Dr. Kane regarding insufficient lightyear's "Battle", but it was still a good game, and I ing on Johnson street near the tennis courts. Within
love to see WSU athletics win.
one week a light was installed. I greatly appreciate
The thing that amazed me was the attendance. your concern about this matter
There were people actually crammed into the bleachers! The hallway before the game was filled with
Jennifer Stokke
students, parents, kids, you name it! I realize that it
was the first week of the winter quarter for WSU
and students have more time to go to athletic events,
We invite our readers to share their
and the rivalry between WSU and St. Mary's athletopinions in these columns. All letters
ics always draws a good crowd, but it seemed as if
there was a kind of energy in that gymnasium
must be received by the Friday precedwhich hasn't been there for a while.
ing our Wednesday publication days.
I don't know for sure if the majority of students
Please send your letters to The Winonan,
who attended were from St. Mary's or from WSU,
but anytime these two rival colleges can get to- Kryzsko Commons, Winona, MN 55987.
gether and everyone can have a good time without
All letters must be signed in order to be
any sort of conflict is good for all.
Even though WSU is missing out on some showpublished and all letters are subject to
manship and aggressiveness under the hoop, espeediting when space is limited.
cially since Rodney Ousley and Donald Jordan are
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THIS IS ONLY A TEST..
Birthday? What the hell, it's only once a year!.
"Ya say its your
birthday. It's my
birthday too, yeah!"
By
-The Beatles
DAVE
What is a birthADAMS
day? Well, forthose
Managing Editor
of you who aren't
sitting there saying,
'The day you were
born. Geez, this
Dave guy's an dumbsh*@," a birthday is the one time
during the year your friends take you out and try to kill
you. I am totally convinced of this. Ask the person next to
you what they did on their last birthday. Go ahead, I dare
you to invade someone's personal space and start a conversation about birthdays! Do it!
I knew you'd chicken out.
Most everyone says that on their birthday, their friends
want to take them out and get them intoxicated.
The goal of the friends is to get the birthday boy or girl
to drink so much they become ill. Fun. There is nothing
that says "Happy birthday!" quite like 10 of your closest
friends shoving what looks like snake oil in your face,
yelling at you to "CHUG!", then throwing up on your
shoes...or someone else's. (For those of you who have
never heard of snake oil, I haven't got the first damn clue
what it is either, it just sounded cool.)
After vomiting, expect a rousing round of either cheers
from your friends, screams from bystanders, or a mean
right hook from the person you just threw up on. Fun.
After the vomit, watch your friends' faces. It's like they
just watched their dog get hit by a car. You see, after the
vomit, there are no more exciting events for them until the
next persons birthday. It's kinda sad actually. First, their

goal for the evening has been achieved, so that's over.
Second, your birthday celebration is probably winding
down at this point in the evening. Inevitably, things just get
kinda boring after that, unless you have an Etch-a-Sketch
with you, or a pack of Mentos — 'The Freshmaker!"
Birthday's are a weird phenomenon. I just had one last
Friday. Thank you. And thanks for the gift, it's a perfect fit.
I always wanted a Rocky Balboa tie that lights up every time
you say "Yo".
After the passing of this birthday, I now consider myself
older than dirt. My exact age will remain a secret until I go
to the grave, but let's just say that I'm older than those
darned cute Olsen twins from Full House, and younger than
George Burns. If you really want to know how long I have
been roaming the earth, come see me in the Winona n office,
but only if you look like that "where's the beef?" lady from
the Wendy's commercials in the 80's. She was cool. There, I
just showed you all how old I am.
I have this cousin, A.J., he's nine years old. He's never
heard of the "Where's the Beef?" lady. When he was at my
parent's house for Thanksgiving, he would ask me questions. Little kid-type stuff like, "What's it like to be old?" and
"Do you have any gray hair?" Let's just say A.J. isn't my
favorite cousin. I know that sounds mean 'cause he's just a
kid and he doesn't know any better, but you don't know A.J.
He's smart. He knows what he's saying. If you're wondering, no, I do not have any gray hair.
What is the point of this column? Well, I don't know. All
I know is birthday's can be a real test of one's tolerance,
friendship, self confidence, and one's ability to avoid acting
your age. Acting you age is boring.
Have fun on your birthday. If I see you out, come over
and introduce yourself and maybe I'll buy you a cup full of
snake oil

III

Where Have All the Diners Gone?
by Citizen Truth
COLUMNIST

Y

ou know the painting. Hopper.
They got it in Chicago. Nighthawks. It's
a diner . Open late. The patrons are all
bent ghosts, half-alive. The stark desolation of America, watery coffee — it's
in there.
You know the reproductions, from
posters and books. It's the same except
flatter. You've seen the satire. Hinewine?
It's the same diner, except with Dean,
Monroe, and Elvis. Sometimes neon
comes out of it, a hungry, diffused spotlight for the blasted icons.
You know the diner-style stories,
Bukowski, Carver, Chandler. And
you've seen the diner films, Diner,
Thelma, Reservoir, Pulp, After Hours, and
the diner shows, Seinfeld, Happy Days,
Alice, the lists are taller than the stacked
tradetowers.Everythingtruehasa diner
in it.
There's supposed to be life and its

lack there. Decisions about love or guns
made over donuts. Declarations of selfdeprecation sung into cold joe. Midnight males bond in mashed potatoes.
Dames hatch escape mutes in slices of
pie a la tnode, taken from the rotating
display. So lonely and alive.
But have you ever dined on those
plates of portent? No. The reason you
don't taste those eggs over-easy is because a slimy membrane of culture has
been slipped between you and those
yolks. The diner as seen through the
culture loop is supposed to be something real. Americana rocks, but because of the publicity, it's the one place
that isn't real. You're not mulling over
mortality in a base of reality, you're
living in a poster, in a movie, in a book
about diners. The grime is prop. The
waitress with the bun an actor. The
whole place is a set. You're an extra,
might as well be a silhouette in a theater.
I see clothes that are comments on

clothes. Tight tees. People don't love.
They have relationships, some participatory academic study in human coupling. I don't tell jokes, I tell comments
on the nature of h umor a s it has evolved.
No one shakes hands; they shake hands
to make fun of shaking hands. The triangular chasm between us, culture and
reality, is widening fast.
Or so I'm thinking at 3 a.m. in Pearl's
Diner, trying to sober up, solve the universe and stop missing the girl. Haggard man at the next booth coughs into
his cigarette. Cop walks out. Lacy, my
waitress, maybe 30, caked, talking about
the divorce, refills my cup. Grease eddies across the surface. The saucer overflows. Wow, man, I'm as depressed as a
mug but the scene is so sanctioned. Part
of a tradition. Not so lonely. Maybe this
is a good thing. I rub my temples, close
my eyes and ask Lacy, "What the hell?"

BOTH SIDES
OF THE COIN
Dumping speed limits I feel the need for
gives license to kill
(ticket- free) speed!

N

o speed
limit? I did not
think it was even
BY
possible for a state
to not have one at
KRISTIN
all. Montana is a
PHILLIPSON
prime example.
Political Columnist
Even though
some may say it is
okay because the
undeclared speed
limit is used during the day, I still cannot see how there
cannot be serious implications. Accidents will still occur
regardless of whether they are in the day or nighttime. Why
add to this problem?
20 million motor vehicle accidents occur in the United
States annually and in one year, 50,000 people will die. Are
we trying to make ourselves more dangerous to others?
Maybe in Montana people will not be so concerned with
the speed limit since it involves rural roads and highways.
But take for example the city of Chicago or Los Angeles.
How many of us want to be in rush hour traffic if the limit
is already raised to 70 or 75? For all of you who have never
experienced either of the two, let me give you a little piece
of advice: It is terrifying.
Now, instead of people driving a little faster than the old
speed limit in certain areas or on certain highways, people
will be driving out of control at all hours of the day. If one's
chances of being seriously injured in an accident is dangerous at even 20 miles per hour, I cannot imagine what 75
miles per hour will do to someone. I believe the motor
vehicle accident rate will significantly increase along with
the number of deaths.
On a more impersonal note, the economic costs of these
accidents right now are at 90 billion a year. If the number of
accidents did increase, the 90 billion mark would be surpassed very quickly.
The upper Midwest, with the exception of a good portion of Illinois including the Chicago area, is notoriously
conservative when it comes to highway and freeway safety.
I do not foresee any significant rise in the speed limit in the
upper Midwest, but, even so, there needs to be some sort of
consideration taken for the number of families who have
lost loved ones to traffic accidents due to people who
speed.
Overall, I just do not see what the point of raising the
speed limit is or allowing the state to control it. If we are
already experiencing a great number of problems as it is,
why are we trying to worsen them? Are we trying to kill off
more people? It seems like some kind of way to get rid of
the slow drivers and make way for the maniacal ones who
feel that they own the road. Now we will be changing that
and really allow them to do so.

D

uring our
wonderful respite
two weeks ago, I
By
saw the headline I
had been hoping
JOSH
for ever since I reOx
ceived my Driver's
Political Columnist
License: the federal government
decided to lift their
restrictions on
state laws regarding speed limits. No longer will federal
aid for the up-keep of our interstates be questioned by
raising the maximum speed on these highways and byways. States now have the ultimate decision as to what
their speed limits will be, without any pressures from the
higher powers that be.
The abolition of these prohibitions of insanely high
speeds means that states such as Montana, which has a
small amount of traffic on its long straight roads doesn't
have to post a speed limit at all; and it won't. According
to what I have read and heard, Montana no longer has a
day-time speed limit, and the speed limit at night is
significantly higher than what was previously permitted.
I would assume several of the other Western states will
follow suit. This will allow the highway patrol officers to
worry about other important things such as accidents,
and the occasional herd of sheep found meandering across
the roads.
Many people believe this move by the government is
ludicrous, and that now thousands more people are going
to die each year due to a larger number of accidents
occurring at increasingly higher speeds. I find myself
agreeing with these people in one respect only: a crash at
85 M.P.H. is going to leave a much bigger mark than a
crash at only 55 M.P.H. I do not agree, however, that the
actual number of crashes each year are going to skyrocket.
With the safety features present in cars today, drivers are
more able to avoid a crash altogether, as well as better
survive any unfortunate instances which may occur.
The other thing people need to remember is that just
because the feds took away their little prohibition of
speed, doesn't mean there will no longer be speed limits
anywhere. States and local municipalities will still be able
to set their speed limits where they want them, and these
speed limits will still be enforced by the patrol people. We
are not going to be finding ourselves in a state of vehicular
anarchy.
As I represent one of the many "psychopathic, speed
crazed, unsafe male drivers" in America, you can bet
you'll find me and my rented Porsche cruising across
Montana, attempting to achieve flight without wings...
because I feel the need for speed.

©1995 Selsberg/Onion Features Syndicate
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THIS WEEK/AS QUESTION:

by TODD MARTIN
Staff Photographer

Should we be keeping
the peace in Bosnia?
America's knees will be buckling
under weight of world's problems
Now that the O.J. Simpson trial has exited the air waves and a verdict has
been anounced, the American public has found a new issue to discuss and try
to sound intelligent about. This topic is the situation in Bosnia and whether
the United States should send troops to help. Everyone i s entitled to their own
opinion and here is mine. WAKE UP AMERICA!
Most citizens in the United States
have just come to realize that our
troops will be going over there, and
By MAGGIE McCALLUM
they are appalled by what is happenForum Columnist
ing and think it's too soon to start
sending our troops. Little do they
realize there was a situation over there previous to President Clinton's
address to the American people on the night of November 27th. This situation
was escalating the entire time O.J. was on trial, but we were to enthralled by
that saga to realize our country was coming close to another "conflict".
The people of the United States are gulliable and do not understand that
the United States Government is trying to sell us a war. This has happened
before. Take the Persian Gulf War: everyone was so gung-ho to kick Saddam
Huessein's butt, but they didn't understand they were being taken advantage
of.
The United States government used a public relations firm in 1991 to
promote the Persian Gulf War. This is something I just recently learned in a
class called "Issues and Ethics"; ironically I get to apply my information right
away as President Clinton calls for "peace". If this is peace why are 4000
reserve units across the country being notified they might have to report for
duty. This is Clinton's way of saying," Well folks, I want all the votes I can get
next year so I am going to try to please both sides of the fence."
Once again the governement of the United States is trying to become the
world's policeman and the citizens of our country are buying it. The circle is
never ending: we are always going to send our men to help another country,
and we find ourselves being sucked in by more and more countries. Granted
these aren't high casualty "conflicts", but that is the risk we expect our men
to take for countries other than their own. These men are willing to do it
because that is what they have been taught by the United States military.
Even though they are ready and willing, aren't we taking advantage of them
? My gratitude and admiration goes out to these men and women who have
more guts than most of us.
The American public needs to speak up more on these issues and be less
gulliable. Sure, we all felt patriotic after we kicked Saddam Huessein's butt,
but how was that defending the liberty and justice of the people of the United
States?
Many people do not even know where Bosnia is, nor do they know
anything about the problems. It seems to me that alone is enough reason not
to send our nation's troops to a place that has that little to do with our national
security. It's a shame that these things in Bosnia happen, but the United States
can't carry the weight of the world on it's shoulders.

My first concern is the troops'
safety, but I do agree with the
United States. helping Bosnia.

No, because I'd like to see tax
money spent on domestic issues.

No, because we need to be more
concerned with our problems in
our inner cities.

Allison Bergeth
freshman
undecided major

Trent Kroschel
junior
sociology major

Maurice Lucas
freshman
engineering m'- 'or

Yeah, the United States. has
established itself as a global
power, so we shouldn't back
down when it comes to peace
keeping.

If our soldiers are over there we
Yes, only because the United
need to support them wholeheart- States. has a responsibility to
edly, if not our troops should not support NATO.
be over there.

Yes, the United States. acts as
the world police. That is the way
it should be.

Wendy Nelson
junior
education major

Wenyuan Gu
graduate student
Dept. of special education

Brad Janusiak
sophomore
undecided major

Sarah McHeugh
sophomore
public relations major

I think it's good that the United
States is concerned about
helping other countries resolve
their disputes, but I don't like the
idea of putting our troops in
danger.

Kristin Zahradnik
freshman
undecided major
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Conference
continued from page 1
authors attending were Gen. Douglas
Kinnard, the chief historian of the U.S.
Army; Iran Van Dinh, born and reared
in Vietnam; and Gloria Emerson, who
was awarded the George Polk Award
for her war reporting.
The 1985 conference theme was
"Nature and the Writer."
"The conferences were a bigger deal
back then," said Lund. "Maybe because they were a week long. John is
smart for cutting his down to just a few
days."
DeGrazia directed the 1986 conference, and it's theme was "Visions of
Good: What Literature Affirms and
How." Frank Waters, Patricia Calvert

t
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and Philip Levine were some of the
authors attending the 1986 event.
The conference languished after the
1986 event because there was too much
work involved and few students were
participating, according to Lund.
"We were burned out. That's why
we were so glad to have another person take over," Lund said.
Reinhard directed the three-day
conference in 1992, which included
participating authors Davida
Adjouima and Charles Baxter.
Currently being offered is a course
called the Great River Writer's Conference class in which students are gainng cred it a nd preparing themselves to
participate in this spring's conference.
The conferencethis spring begins
on a Thursday and runs through Saturday.
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50¢ off a
$6.95 Haircut
Perms start @ $30

(includes
haircut)
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"When my
BEST FRIEND
thought
she might be

PREGNANT,
I took her to
BIRTHRIGHT."

You are

nOt

a

mooch.

a hole in your pocket renders you
you

You dial
Birthright offers confidential
pregnancy tests, helpful
resources, answers to your
questions, and a friend to listen
to vou...all for free.

B ut when

changeless,

reluctantly call the folks

collect.

1800 CALL ATT.
Your pangs of guilt are

minimal.

Birthright
24-hour hotline: 452-2421
Office: 920 W. 5th St.

1800 CALL ATT always costs less than

1-800-COLLECT?

Always works from any phone. And always gets you the reliable AT&T Network.

WE'LL PAY
YOU $34,500
TOWARD YOUR
DIPLOMA.

Use it whenever you're off campus.

You can earn more than
$17,585 during a standard
Army Reserve enlistment
...and another $6,920 if you
qualify for the Montgomery
GI Bill...plus help in paying
off a qualified student loan up
to $10,000, if eligible.
You'll usually serve one
weekend a month plus two
weeks' Annual Training. And
you'll serve with an Army
Reserve unit near your
campus.
Over $34,500 toward college - forpart-time service.

Know the Code. 1 800 CALL ATT. That& Your li.ue Choice."'
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Think about it.
Then think about us.
And call today:
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AT&T

Now in Winona

Your True Choice
BE ALL YOU CAN RV

ARMY RESERVE

For interstate culls. Promotions excluded
1-800-COLLECT is a registered trademark of MCI.
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Iley Mickey, ve're so fine!" Dance team qualifies for Nationals
By SUNNI SCHULZ

•

Asst. Variety Editor

T

his January the WSU Dance Team will
compete in the Universal Cheerleading Association (UCA) College Cheer and Dance Championships at MGM Studios in Orlando, Florida
which will be televised on ESPN.
"We're going to Disney World!" said sophomore co-captain Meg Ryan. "Everyone was so
excited when we heard the news. We didn't
think we'd be able to go."
The team auditioned for the competition by
sending in a video of a dance. They placed 19 out
of the 42 teams which qualified them for an atlarge bid. This means that they are able to
compete in Nationals if they pay their own way.
Only the top 5 finishers in auditions get full bids
and are able to go for free.
"1 didn't think we'd be able to afford to go,"
said junior captain Jennifer Hanson. "The last
two years it was really frustrating because it was
hard to find money for Dallas and Orange Bowl."
According to Coach Mike Klinkhammer, each
girl is required to pay $100 out of her own
pocket. The rest of the money is coming from
corporate sponsors which are Third Street Liquor, Sue's Lettering and Chuckers.
The team is performing a professionally cho-

reographed routine.
Klinkhammer is optimistic about their ability
to perform under pressure.
"I don't think we're top finishers, but I think
we'll do better then [the team] expects. 'A
well together as a team, especially undo
sure. I think the excitement of being th
boost their energy because there is a lot of camaraderie between the teams at the competition,"
said Klinkhammer.
"This team is more open and willing to try
new things. There are no little cliques," cornmented Hanson on the difference between this
year's team and last.
"Compared to last year, this team has more
skill and talent. But we're a young team, having
seven freshmen," said Klinkhammer. "The team
is working on getting the fist of what a college
team is like compared to high school. Here we
emphasize technique and everything must be
sharp and in sync with everyone else."
The dance team showed just how much of a
jilt they had already gotten last Sunday, Dec. 3,
when they placed first out of 6 teams at the UCA
Midwest Championships at Lincoln Way East
High School in Ill. There were over 700 participants at the junior high, high school and college
level. The team performed a jazz routine choreographed by Klinkhammer and the three cap-

See Dance team, page 9
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The Winona State University DanceTeam practices in Talbot Gym to prepare for last weekend's competition in
Illinois. The team now has to prepare for their Florida trip to compete In Nationals which will appear on ESPN.

Tis' season to give, celebrate
By LEISHEM 0. of two canned goods or money. The goods and
money will be donated to Winona Food Shelves.
KATES
Variety Reporter

H.
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•

Todd MartIn/Stcrff Photographer

Gabby's, formerly Lang's, Is located at the corner of Third and Market streets.

Gabby's
Small
talk
at
"Lang's

no more; alumnus, student start fresh

By PAUL ALLEN
Variety Reporter

L

ast Thanksgiving evening,
Winona's newest bar opened its doors
for the very first time. Gabby's is
located on Third Street in place of the
old Lang's bar.
The new bar is owned and operated by Winona State University
graduate Steve Roberts. His business
partner, Matt Hawkinson, 22, is currently attending Winona State.
Roberts bought the building last
August and after obtaining a liquor
license and several building permits,
spent much of his time bringing the
building up to code. We did our best
to preserve the old look", said Roberts.
Steve Roberts graduated from Winona State in 1990 with Accounting
and Business degrees, so operating
his own business has always been a

hat is happening around Winona during the christmas season? Community members, college associations get into the spirit of
the holidays to entertain and give to the less
fortunate.

dream of his. Roberts has worked for
"Lang's" in the past and has also managed "George's" bar across the river.
With the number of bars in Winona, there is the question of how well
a new bar will fare in town. 'There are
a lot of college bars here in Winona,
but I think there are enough to go
around", said Roberts.
Gabby's will offer drink specials
seven nights a week including the traditional "2 for 1" and "all you can
drink" specials. The bar is also fully
equipped with a big screen television,
electronic dartboards, pool tables, and
plenty of seating.
Todd Verness, a sophomore Athletic Training major at Winona State
said, "Gabby's is the kind of bar you
can go to relax and hang out with a
few of your friends."
Those who used to frequent Lang's
will definitely notice some changes,
but none that take away from the old
look. With the exception of some new
paint and a new tile floor, most every-

Packing my bags

thing has stayed in tact.
Rich Hedstrom, a senior Business
Administration major at Winona State
said, was really impressed with
how they managed to maintain the
old Lang's decor. Plus it's a great
place to go have a good time and still
avoid the crowds at many of the other
bars downtown."
Although Gabby's has been open
for a little under two weeks, their
Grand Opening will be held in January, which will announced at a later
date.
During the grand opening, there
will be a weekend band playing and
the back bar will be opened Thursdays—Saturdays, after 9:00 for "upsidedown" shots in the "barber chair",
in keeping with the tradition of Lang's.
"I'm hoping to rely on our specials
for most of our business early on, but
I'm pretty optimistic about the future
success of Gabby's", said Roberts.

°Ktoter4e
Kmart has their annual "Giving Tree" up
which is decorated with the names of kids in
need. People can come by and pick a name or
names off the tree and purchase his/her desired
gift. According to a Kmart spokesperson, the
"Giving Tree" was so successful this year that
after two weeks all the names had been picked.
Kmart is also holding their annual breakfast
with Santa every Saturday morning. Children
who attend will be given prizes. •

The Winona State choir will have their Christmas concert on Dec. 15 at 7 p.m. on the Performing
Arts Mainstage.

?ay. Olt 7ata
Even you can play Santa. Just pick up a gift for a
child of any age group. Then take it wrapped or unwrapped to a Thrifty White Drug Store. Gifts can be
droppped at either at the downtown ( 62 Plaza West) or
the Winona Mall location. The gifts will be delivered to
needy children in the area by Christmas.

Amerada
Afweefee#44
etail
On the Winona State University campus, the
Native American Heritage Awarness Club is
having their annual Christmas potluck dinner
and meeting. The dinner will be held Dec.13 at
5 p.m. in the Green room. It's free and open to
the public.

Se. 7,614* fd#
Looking to hear some good jazz music? St.
Mary's is having a 18 piece jazz ensemble at
Jefferson's Pub and Grill. The concert will be
held on Dec. 6 at 8 p.m. It's free with donations

THE HYPOGEUM

But, I hate not having things when I leave home so I try to pack everything and I
have repeatedly stuffed my canvas bag so full many times that one of the zippers is
starting to pull away from the fabric that holds it in place and the whole bag bulges like
By DEAN KORDER
an over-inflated bike tire when I'm on the go. You can often see me running through
Columnist
the airport with my overstuffed canvas bag, my chic garment bag – usually a couple
of shirts on hangers covered with a black plastic' andy tie tra sh bag –and my shoe bag
–usua lly o f the brown pa per variety. I look like Mr. Blue Collar Travleing Man as I wait
ou can tell a lot about a person by the way they pack their bags. In fact, ba :4: age
in line to board a plane or stand on a curb trying to wave down a cab. All around me
could be looked upon as a huge metaphor for the way people cart around their are skiy waitresses and fly boys with their neat little bags on wheels and their leather
emotional baggage from place to place. And, if you watch how people carry around garment bags. All around me are business people with their briefcases and three-piece
this kind of stuff you can almost figure out what kind person they are.
suits. And, I stand there like the dweeb from hell carting around my overweight and
Take me for example. Every time I go somewhere I overpack.
unruly makeshift baggagelooking like a homeless man who came to the airport to look
I have a huge canvas bag that I stuff with eight change of underwear, 12 pairs of for aluminum cans. Shit's falling all over the place and I can hardly see where I'm going
socks, four pair of jeans, a pair of dress pants, a tie, a couple pairs of shoes and my toilet as I stumble around from gate to gate. My luggage and I look like hell, but at least I'll
bag for a mere two nights in St. Paul or a weekend wedding in Seattle. I bring along have that orange pair of pants that I havent' worn since 1984 when I get where rm
more clothes than I could ever possibly wear and usually end up wearing a T-shirt and going.
jeans the whole time I'm wherever I happen to be. But, for some reason I like knowing
And once I get wherever I'm going, I always find more baggage to bring home. I
that with a simple change of clothes I could be ready to go dancing or to go to an art go shopping or make trips to the zoo, all the while gathering junk to take back home.
opening or that with a simple change of shoes I could be ready toa trend a wedding, So, by the timerm ready to go, what started out a s mall mess has usually grown into
funeral, or cocktail party at the drop of a swizzle stick.
a full-blown disaster. I imagine me walking around the airport with my usual baggage
I also pack everything as quickly as possible, throwing in whatever I can grab, and plus a few more plastic bags to accommodate the overflow from a long weekend of
I usually remember the little things like to bring along an umbrella in race it rains, but shopping or a trip to the science museum. h's always, harder to pack my bags to come
continually forget to pack important things like my toothbrush or my deodorant.
home than it was to come in the first place A lot of it has to do with the things I

Y

Weatuea State
Itaeareatet &silt
emerge

accumualte and the rest of it has to do with the fact that they want to come back –
especially when I go to Inver Grove Heights.
But, my cats would starve without me so I usually find my way back home, baggage
and all.
But, I've been watching other people and they don't pack like I do. My girfriend, for
instance, brings a small bag when she comes to visit. She packs everything very
carefully and neatly.
In her bag, she has everything she needs and it takes up only a third of the space it
takes me to bring everything I need. She is very particular about what she packs so she
never finds herself digging through her bag trying to find that particular shirt or tha
particular pair of boxers like I do. She knows where everything is and when she gets
ready to leave she usually has room to spare in her small overnight bag.
Is she anal? Is she a neat freak? No, she just has her own way of vcarting around her
be;; • ge. She just has her own way of handling her "stuff."
• = ember that move 'The Jerk?" In the movie, Steve Martin's character is locked
out of his home, but before he leaves he decides to take some of "his" things. He grabs
his remote control, his chair and his thermos, but his dog won't go with him. He takes
whatever he d eems important at the time and heads out the door. Later, we seethe jerk
walking down the street with a few assorted belongings and his pants pulled down
to his knees.
My friend Steve packs his bags like he cleans his car. The outsid e of his car i s always
dean and waxed, but inside there's shit all over the place. He feels that looks are
important, so has a couple designer suitcases to carry around his black heavy metal

See Dean, page 9
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BOOK REVIEW
MUSIC REVIEW

Family ties that bond Gregory Gray,

Ludmilla Petrushevskya's The Time Night, a
Russian woman's fight to keep her family together
of woe. Alyona is a young and
immature woman who is seeking
love, affection, and security in all
the wrong places. Each affair
BY MAUREEN
plummets her to a new and deeper
ASFELD
emotional low.
Lierary Critic
Anna reads us large sections of
Alyona's diary to provide us with
a full and sad picture of the life
Alyona leads. Anna comments
rather darkly on the episodes that
Alyona writes about.
After a few pages of the diary,
or
years
Ludmilla Alyona emerges as more than a
Petrushevskaya has been thrilling self-centered woman who abanEuropean audiences with her plays dons her son to her mother's care.
and stories.
Instead, Alyona becomes a woman
Petrushevskaya is one of struggling for self-identity, apRussia's most acclaimed contem- proval, and the elusive emotion
porary writers. Since the late called love.
1980's her work has been transDuring the narration Anna oflated into Italian, German, and
French.
Now the American audience is
able to read her work, The Time:
Night, in its English translation.
Petrushevskaya provides a narrative about a family fighting for
survival in a time when money,
food, and happiness are scarce.
The story unfolds in the voice of
Anna Andrianovna, an older
woman, who is fighting to keep
her family alive in postwar Russia.
She scraps out a meager income
for herself, grandson, mother, and
son by spending long hours at
night working on her poetry. Each
month she struggles to find the
money for her dysfunctional family by reading her poetry for whatever amount of money she can get.
Anna's daughter, Alyona, plays
a large role in the novel. Alyona
and her diaries provide a darkly
comic counterpoint to Anna's tale

F

ten refers to her daughter in
uncomplimentary terms, such as
"my permanent heartache."
While reading Alyona's diary,
Anna brings up the pivotal question revolving around her
daughter's life, "Why don't you
value yourself at all, why can't you
just say 'No'?"
Another character in the story
is Tima, Alyona's child from her
first marriage. Anna takes care of
her grandson and provides for him
as best she can.
Anna is willing to help her family as much as she can. She even
goes hungry to provide food for
her senile mother, her hungry
growing grandson, and even her
son Andrei, who was recently released from a labor camp.
And yet as much as Anna gives
to her family, she receives nothing
in return from her family. Not
even one kind word or thank you.
The Time: Night is an emotionally strong book with a powerful
use of description. Petrushevskaya
provides her readers with an incite into modern Russian life and
the struggles families universally
suffer from.
Petrushevskaya provides black
humor to counterbalance the desperateness of the families situation. From the struggle for a crust
of bread to pages of a diary to the
family conflicts, The Time: Night is
an insightful look into a family in
crisis.
Ludmilla Petrushevskaya, born
in 1938, has been awarded the
Pushkin Prize. Also The Time:
Night was shortlisted for the first
Russian Booker Prize in 1992.

MOVIE REVIEW

007: new face, same
action packed movie
Goldeneye, brings James Bond into the nineties
By ANGELA
PECIIMAN
Movie Critic

ust when you thought you'd never
see I m again, the invincible 007 is back.
This time Pierce Brosnan, of "Remington
Steele" fame, plays Bond...James Bond
in a story about a destructive communist army General whose aim is to destroy the city of London: Bond's hometown.
The movie begins when Bond and
his comrade, Alec, are caught in a trap
set by theGeneral and Bond, who thinks
Alec is dead anyway, is forced to leave
him behind. Bond escapes in a horribly
cheesy and unbelievable drop into an
already flying plane, and of course,
comes out without a scratch. I do realize
that the very nonchalantness of Bond is
his trademark, but let's be serious. That's
the way much of the movie goes: very
predictable, very cartoonish.
Alec, known also in the movie as

006, becomes a traitor to London because he is so angry at Bond for leaving
him behind, and teams up with the
general to destroy the city and Bond.
The weapon they plan to use is a satellite electromagnetic pulse device. This
computer-generated weapon aims to
wipe out all electricity and communication in the city for all time. The damage
is unrepairable and will kill thousands
with its explosions. The destruction
could easily send London back to the
stone age.
Bond does the right thing and blows
up the bad guys before they get a chance
to blow up London. He saves the d ay in
the spirit of the original Bond, and gets
the girl too. Again, predictable and
cheesy.
What did make the move worth seeing was the beautiful set, filmed partially in the what looked like the French
Riviera, and of course the beautiful
people. The female lead, played by the
gorgeous Izabella Scorupka is the typical Bond girl: thick accent, thin body,
big hair. As much as you look at her and
want to kick her in the teeth, that beauty
and elegance is what really makes this
movie work. Brosnan's sly grin and ice
melting eyes help us to love 007 character through all of his killing and womanizing. He's sleek, he's tough, he's
Bond.
The explosion stunts in this movie

are great. Those shots, ironically,
look quite realistic, while Bond drives a
military tank in downtown Moscow
without a speck of dirt on his lapel
sparked some probably unintended
laughter from the audience.
Still, through all the loose end s, flaws,
and predictable conclusions, the movie
is fun. It takes you on a ride because it
moves so quickly. It moves from scene
to scene and from place to place, but
manages to make sense in the end. One
thing that makes a movie good is its
ability to move along and not bore the
audience to death.
I think Brosnan really did well in
taking over the historic role of Bond. He
had some great expectations to live up
to, and he did a great job. What's next
for the new 007? I can't wait to find out.
In the meantime, get this when it comes
on video, and stick it in the top drawer.

J Goldeneye
Top Drawer
Action
Rated P0-13
Director. Martin Campbell
Cast: Pierce BITNISTlall
Sean Bean
liabella Scorupka
Top Drawer
Second Drawer.
Third drawer
Bottum Drawt•
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real world music
is saying they're doing a marvelous
job: "Cut the crap/Get real, sweetheart/The pope does not smoke
dope/Even if he should." This first
cut is an immediately accessible gem
that is compulsory sing-along.
"I'm Not Paranoid" is a hulkedup pop piece brassed by the Kick
Horns, and 'Town With No Telephone" evokes memories of When
In Rome.
"Troubled Mind" plunders the
best of Billy Joel and the verses of "I
Don't Know Who I Am" keep a
ver break I took time out to Happy Mondays psychedelic feel,
explore a stack of CD's I'd yet to give letting Gray wail away in the chofull attention to. I didn't get very far. rus.
An artist named Gregory Gray domiSexual harassment is rarely adnated my CD player most of the dressed in pop music. In "Scenes
time. Euroflake in Silverlake, Gray's From a Madison Avenue Office,"
EMI debut, is a human being mak- Gray gets inside the twisted head of
ing very human music.
the harasser, demanding activities
Though it's easy to put ears to that involve three cans of whipping
Euroflake, it's difficult to put a finger cream. The song suggests that this
on it. His vocals soar like Peter ordeal is so routine for the victim
Gabriel's at times with passion and
realism. He brings to light issues of
life and love in his music. Yet, at
other times, Gray out deadpans the
Pet Shop Boys' Neil Tennant, bringing a brand of humor not heard since
Soul Asylum's "Misery." Simultaneously, he is able to put these same
issues lightly. It is a balance that
very few musicians are able to
achieve.
It's a balance difficult to explain,
which makes Gray's album all the
more worthwhile. Euroflake in
Silverlake is all those moments in
MTV's 'The Real World" where
you've been sincerely moved to
empathy and in turn forgiven yourself for watching it faithfully. However, such moments on Gray's album are far more abundant than the
entire run of all four of those MTV
voyeuristic productions.
On the single, "The Pope Does
Not Smoke Dope," Gray wakes up
those who always feel they are falling short, even though everyone else

O

that she perceives it as being part of
her job.
A sensitive issue? Yes, but he
sees that as no reason to be silent.
Gray addresses the silencers of homosexuals in "Three Minute Requiem": "What kind of fool/Would
look me in the eye/And tell me I am
wrong/To live my life this way."
The song lasts four minutes, reminding us that those who suffer from
AIDS may not be able to last with us.
But Gray ends it with hope: "Let
there be laughter/And let the music
play/When the party's over/May
there be dreams as well."
If MTV's 'The Real World" was
more like those last lines, then probably more people would watch it
more often. But if you still find
yourself dissatisfied with real life
portrayals, give Euroflake in Silverlake
a listen. Just be prepared to give up
listening to everything else for a
while.

Laundry session 101:
art of stain removal
By SALLY A. MILLER
Variety Reporter

S

o, you're going back home for a
few weeks of holiday cheer. Your
mom will cook your meals and do
your laundry; she's convinced you
haven't done either properly since last
you were home. On Christmas morn,
you'll get some CD's, some cologne,
and some clothes. In January, you'll be
back here, ready to study, learn, and
let your laundry pile up for weeks on
end.
You probably think this is the time
to quit reading this column, don't you?
Well, when you return to us in January, will you know how to remove that
red wine stain out of the new shirt you
got, or how to get ink stains off your
new white shirt. Well, campus kids,
here are a few survival tips for all you
laundry-illiterate bums.
First, you have to know that the
likelihood of removing stains increases
in proportion to how soon you treat
the stain. And some stains take a few
treatments to remove. Here are a few
other, must know facts of stain removal:
1) COLD water is the best method
for removal of most stains: when in
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doubt, use cold water. 2) NEVER put
a stained garment into the dryer unless you want the stain to become a
permanent part of the garment. 3)
Invest in some stain remover - it's
worth it. 4) Send your silks to a
cleaner - there is very little you can to
help this sensitive and expensive fabric.
So, starting in order of most likely
to occur stains:
Alcohol: ASAP, soak or sponge with
cold water. Soak in vinegar for a few
minutes ASAP.
Soda pop: Sponge or soak in cold
water; use a cotton ball to apply rubbing alcohol until stain disappears.
Ink: Spray cheap aerosol hairspray
onto stain liberally, holding wadded
paper towels behind stain to absorb
spray and ink. Rinse well with cold
water.
Blood: Soak in cold salt water. Just
pour 1 cup salt to a sink of water and
let stain soak for a long time. You can
also make a paste of baking soda and
water and work into stain once it's
soaked. Wash, and repeat if necessary. Don't put in dryer until stain is
gone.
Coffee: Sponge or soak in cold,
soapy water ASAP.
Gum: rub with ice cube until fro-

zen, then scrape. Repeat until removed.
OR you can soak in turpentine, if the
fabric is sturdy and/or the gum persistent.
Deodorant/perspiration: If fabric allows, pour boiling water over dried
deodorant stain until loosened. Using
old toothbrush, brush until stain is
gone. If smell persists, pour colorless
mouthwash over area. Wash.
Nail polish: Wad paper towel behind stain. Using saturated cotton ball,
dab liberally with polish remover.
DONT RUB - this will smear the stain.
When stain is gone, soak in cold soapy
water, then wash as normal.
Grease: Wet stain area, then gently
rub a grease-fighting dish detergent
onto stain. Wash as normal.
Mildew: Saturate area with lemon
juice and salt. Set out in sun. Wash
using hottest water possible.
Spaghetti/pizza sauce: soak in cold
water. Rub with grease fighting dish
soap. Wash as normal.
Well, that should cover the many
laundry demons you might find yourself trying to exorcise come laundry
day. While there are no guarantees in
life, these are certainly time proven
methods of clothing preservation.
Until next time...
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Pi Lambda Phi Fraternity
Hosts The Second Annual
Menu:
Pancakes
Sausage
Juice
Coffee
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Pancake Breakfast
Sunday Dec. 10
Tickets: $3.00
Winona State University
Kryzsko Commons, Smaug
8:00 a.m.-12 Noon

Availabe in the lower
hyphen, Wed. Thurs,
Fri. or at the door.
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Dance team- Dean
continued from page 7
tains.
"I think they did a wonderful job.
We're just looking for some experience in competition, and a chance to
get the Winona State Dance Team's
name out there," said Klinkhammer.
The dance team is comprised of:
Captain Jennifer Hanson, Junior,
Burlington Wisc.; Co-captains Jamie
Wyatt, Sophomore, Mounds View,
Minn. and Megan Ryan, Sophomore,
Rolling Meadows, Ill.; Cara Wuertz,
Freshman, Blaine, Minn.; Sara Haley,
Freshman, Chippewa Falls, Wisc.;
Heather Storbeck, Fresh man, Tomah,
Wisc.; Staci Hoven, Freshman,
Luverne, Minn.; Kelli Roepke, Junior, Cokato, Wisc.; Ingrid Dutton,
Freshman, Tomah, Wisc.; Natalie
Young, Freshman, Wheaton, Ill.; and
Kristina Redlund, Freshman, St. Paul,
Minn. They are coached by Mike
Klinkhammer, a Senior Recreation
Major from Lancaster, Wisc.

Ice
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continued from page 7
shirts and his ripped jeans. The
way he cleans his car and the way he •
packs his stuff is how he lives his life.
Is this true for all of us?
If how we pack our bags is indicative
of ow we carry our emotional baggage
from place to place, it also speaks mountains about how we handle our life baggage.
People pack up experiences and feelings just like they pack their bags. We are
supposed to learn from our mistakes and,
if we do, we don't pack as much stuff the
nesxt time we go on a trip or we make a
mental note to forget the hair drier or
curling iron when we go somewhere. The
same applies to emotional baggage.
For instance, think of every relationship you've ever been in. In each case, you
bring certain baggage into the relationship and for a while your baggage mixes
with the baggage of whoever you're with.
If it is a lifelong relationship, you learn
different ways of adjusting the weight of
your baggage to make things more comfortable as you journey through life. You
put certain things in small bags and tuck
them deep inside your suit case so your
partner never finds them or you take
other things and share them with your
partner. Yourbaggagebecomes theirbaggage while you are together. Your stuff
intermingles and you buy more stuff.
everything that happens in your relationship, every tear, every smile, every raised
voice becomes part of your oollecti ve baggage. As your relationship grow, your
baggage grows and your commitment
grows but, what happens if you break
up?
When you are leaving a relationship,
you don't leave with the same amount of
baggage. Sometimes you have more baggage and sometimes you have less. All
that stuff the two of you bought together
has to be divided up. All the experiences
you had together need to be packed away
and dealth with. She goes her way and
you go yours But, the baggage the two of
you shared can follow you forever. It will
follow you into your next relationship
and can influence how you behave and
react.
Flew you pack your baggage in times
Ifice this says a lot about the kind of person
you are. Do you take everything? Do you
leave everything behind? Do you become
a baggage handler who handles a lot of
bags but never opens one? Do you hide
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r
behind your baggage or do you wear
your baggage on y our sleeve? You pack
all this stuff and only you can determine
when it is time to unpack again and when
you meet someoneelse you often find that
you have a lot of baggage that you didn't
realize you had. Yet, you enter your new
relationship and repeat the process all
over again.
Everytime we involve ourselves with
other people, we have to decided what
well take with us and what we'll leave
behind when we go. Our life baggage has
to be rearranged and repacked. Our experiences have to be evaluated, shaped and
filed away into a box, a crate, a suitcase, or
a bag for our next journey. And because
we are supposed to learn from our mistakes, each time we pack we learn a little
more about who we are and what it takes
to make us happy. Each time we pack we
learn what is important in our lives and
what we deem unimportant. Each time
we pack we learn a little more about
ourselves and the way we lead our lives.
We realize that if we fold everything neatly
we can carry more in our baggage than if
we just throw everything in. We realize
that erpacldng doesn't necessarily mean
we'll have everything we need . We realize
that how we carry our baggage is important.
I realize that I overpack and try to
adjust, but I have also started to look at
other people's baggage a little closer than
I did before. I start to realize that how they
carry baggage can tell me more about
them than a thousand nights alone with
them.
So, do you mind if I look through
your baggage?

Mental illness
has warning signs, too.

Tiger Lily
Tattoo
$ 10 off any tattoo $ 5 off any piercing
WITH THIS COUPON ONLY!

689-2953

For a free booklet
about mental illness, call :
1-800-969-NMHA.
Learn to see the warning signs.

Tues.-Sat.

More designs, more jewlery, more experience.
Gift Certificates Avialable
expires 12-24-95

National Mental Health Association
SIM

Totally Free
Checking For
Totally Broke
Students.
At TCF Bank, we give you the kind of break you need.
Our Totally Free Checking accounts have no monthly service charges and
no minimum balance requirements.
You also get the convenience of a TCF Express Teller card, usable at more
than 500 cash machines in Minnesota, including most major college
campuses, area shopping centers, and Target stores.
Altogether, banking with us gives you a set of breaks that can really cut the
high cost of being totally broke.

Stevie Ace Flores.

TCF Bank
Lafayette and 5th St.
452-5202

Killed by a drunk driver
on March 23,1993, on Pacific Coast
Highway in Wilmington, Calif.
If you don't stop your friend
from driving drunk, who will?
Do whatever it takes.

TCF Express Teller
located at
Kryzko Commons
Student Union

fsb

TCF BANK

MINNESOTA fsb

First 200 TCF Checks FREE

FRIENDSDONTLETFRIENDSDRIVEDRUNK.

Deposits insured to $100,000 by FDIC.

U S. Department of TransponatIo

A REFRESHER COURSE
IN HOME ECONOMICS.
W

e'd like you to take this

lamps and lights? Do you turn

They're simple to

simple test to see if your home

them off when you exit a room?

use, and inexpen-

is as energy efficient as possible.

Is your house excessively lit dur-

sive. Turn your

Ready? Let's begin. How many

ing the day? Next, check your

thermostat up or

of you have TVs?

thermostat Odds are, it could

down a few

How many times

use adjusting. And finally, see if

degrees. If you

have you left the

there's a draft coming from your

get cold, grab a

room and left it

win dows

sweater or a blanket If you're

If all gas-heated homes on? How many
were properly weather stripped
we'd save enough naturalgas
times have you
to heat 4 million homes.

and doors. If there is,

Turning off your lights
can save electrici ,
and reduce carbon
dioxide pollution.

you're letting valuable

hot, wear fewer clothes.

energy fly right outside.

As for your windows and
If everybody adjusted their
thermostat by 6 degrees we doors, a couple packcould save up to 190,000
barrels of oil a day.
ages of $3.00 weather

fallen asleep watching it only to

Now, for the answers.

wake up to the "Star Spangled

Try installing timers

Banner"? And what about your

on your lights and television.

stripping should do the trick.
Each of these things will help
save natural resources for the

of l
-•

years to come. And if we can do
that, we all deserve high marks.
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND

1-800-WE-PREVENT
CALL TO RECEIVE FREE INFORMATION
ON HOW TO FIGHT VIOLENT CRIME.

TIPS CALL 1-800-MY-SHARE

IT'S A CONNECTED WORLD.
DO YOUR SHARE.

7

&;,,
Crime Prevention Coalition
and U S Department of Justice

A Public Service of
This Publication .

. Earth Share

125070825D
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MENS BASKETBALL

Warriors defeated by UW-Parkside, sit at 2-2
WSU defeats crosstown rival St. Mary's Cardinals 73-58 to give Winona State the 'Battle for the Rock" bragging rights
By Scott Kramp
Assistant Sports Editor
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Jackie Jedynak/Staff Photographer

Warrior Tommy Beal goes up for two points toward the Winona
State win over St. Mary's last Wednesday In McCown Gym. The
win allowed WSU to keep the Rock on our campus. The Battle
for the Rock rivalry started four years ago and Winona State
has never lost possession of the Rock. Unlike last years game,
which was close, this years game was all Winona State.

WOMENS BASKETBALL

or the University of Wisconsin-Pa rksid e (1-3), coming to
Winona State University (2-2)
proved to be a cure all for their early
ills this season.
UW-Parkside was 0-3 coming
into Monday night's contest with
Winona State, but they didn't look
like an 0-3 team as they defeated
WSU by the score 82-72 in front of
the Warriors' home crowd at
McC,own Gymnasium.
The Warriors came into the game
riding high from their blowout victory over rival St. Mary's University last Wednesday night.
The Warriors and UW-Parkside
Rangers went back and forth for the
first 7-8 minutes until poor Warrior
shooting allowed UW-Parkside to
pull away.
WSU edged back to within three
points at the 8:15 mark after Brian
Harms (18 points) hit a 3-pointer to
make the score 18-21 Rangers. This
was the closest the Warriors would
get in the first half, however.
The Warriors could not contain
Rangers guard Levi Bradley in the
first half. Bradley led the way for
UW-Parkside as he tallied 11 points
and 7 rebounds.
UW-Parkside shot a blazing 74
Percent from the field in the first
half while the Warriors shot only 41
percent in the half to give the Rangers a lead of 42-32 at the half.
Warrior first half leaders included Tony Batchelor (7 points, 4
rebounds), Cory Kreibich (5 points,
3 rebounds) and Harms (3-4 threepointers).
In the second half, the Warriors
came out more fired up and made a
game out of it.
WSU took advantage of some
cold Ranger shooting at the start of
the second half, however, and
pulled to within one point at the
15:00 minute mark with the score
46-45 UW-Parkside.
Tommy Beal (17 points),
Batchelor, and Harms led the early
second half surge by the Warriors.
The game stayed within six for the
rest of the way until the final five
minutes when UW-Parkside proved
to be a bit too tough for the Warriors.
The Warriors only had two players (Beal and Harms) score in double
figures for the entire contest. WSU
had less turnovers that the Rangers,

stayed fairly even on the boards (3336) and shot more free throws, but
still managed to lose the game.
Poor shooting from the field was
the primary cause of the loss. For
the game, UW-Parkside cooled off
from their fast start, but still shot 60
percent for the game. The Warriors
on the other hand stayed cold all
night and shot only 42 percent.
WSU and cross-town rival Saint
Mary's University competed in a
once a year basketball game known
as "The Battle for the Rock" this past
Wednesday.
Last season the contest came
down to a last second shot by
SMU's Donald Jordan(who also happened to bean ex-Warrior)who fired
up a shot that clanked off the front of
the rim, giving Winona State a nailbiting victory and keeping the "rock"
at WSU.
This year's contest was in the
cozy confines of McCown Gymnasium, and the game did not provide
much suspense. It did not take the
Warriors long to establish where the
"rock" would stay this night as they
defeated the Cardinals by a score of
73-58.
Yes, Jordan was back, but without much help from his supporting
cast this time.
The teams stayed even for the
first few minutes, exchanging longrange jumpers, but it didn't take
Joshua Smith/Photo Editor
WSU long to establish dominance.
Junior Brad Sowinski (26 points),
freshman reserve guard Jason Lyons WSU Warrior Cory Krlebich dribbles past a St. Mary's player
and senior pivotman Chad Hazelton during the Battle for the Rock game In McCown Gym.
led the charge midway through the
first half as the Warriors began to
The St. Cloud game was a differWSU in the second half was 12
pull away.
ent story as WSU fell by the score of
Lyons (11 first half points) in par- points, but the Warriors managed to
86-65. Beal (13 points), Batchelor
ticular, provided a spark the War- hang on despite the turnovers and
(12 points) and Sowinski (14 points)
riors needed with lots of defensive
subpar shooting.
led the Warriors as they shot only
Jordan led SMU with 26 points,
energy leading to easy buckets on
38 percent from the field as a team.
the other end for himself and team- but that was only on 11-26 shooting.
"For (St. Mary's) to be successful,
mates.
Donald has to shoot the ball 25-30
"In the first half, we got 27 points
times, so naturally you want those
from our bench and they got no
shots to be as difficult as possible,"
points off the bench," said Warrior
said Bambenek. "Corey (Kreibich)
assistant coach Mark Bambenek.
Upcoming Home Schedule
and Brad were on him most of the
"Our depth was a key factor in the
night and they did a good job."
win because we just wore them
The first two games of the seadown by having fresh bodies out
SIU-Edwardsville
Dec. 9 7:30
son were on the road against the
there all of the time."
UW-La Crosse
Dec. 21 7:30
College of St. Francis and St. Cloud
70 percent three point shooting
Concordia-St. Paul Jan. 20 8:00
in the first half buried the Cardinals
State University.
Jan. 24 8:00
UM-Morris
It took a Sowinski (10 points, 9
for the night as the halftime score
Moorhead St.
Jan. 27 8:00
rebounds) hook shot at thebli77er in
was 46-28, in favor of WSU.
UM-Duluth
Jan. 31 8:00
double overtime to give WSU an 8319 second half points from
Bemidji St.
Feb. 8 8:00
82 victory over St. Francis.
Sowinski led the Warriors through a
Northern St.
Feb. 10 8:00
Newcomers Beal (15 points),
somewhat sloppy second half of
Feb. 12 8:00
Mount Senario
Batchelor (11 points) and Lyons (18
play.
IUPU-Indianapolis
Feb.
17 3:00
points)
led
the
Warriors
on
offense.
The closest the Cardinals came to

WSU starts season by droppingpair in Warrior Classic
By ANNA DEROCHER
Sports Reporter

T

he basketball season is here
once again as Winona State
University's womens basketball
team is seeking to improve from last
year's disappointing schedule of 819 overall and 0-12 in the Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference.
On Nov. 17-18, Winona State
hosted Morningside College and
Buena Vista University in the annual Warrior Classic.
Although the Warriors had the
home court ad vantage and was playing before a crowd of 200, WSU failed
to open the 1995-96 season with a
win as they lost 76-56.
The Warriors got off to a rocky
start as they trailed by a 38-25 score
at half-time.
From the start of the game, the
offense was just not clicking for the
Warriors as they shot .362% corn-

pared to Morningside's .446% from
the field. WSU also trailed in free
throw percentage with a .722% compared to their opponent's .750%.
Angela Bohringer and Vickie
Field paced the Warriors offense as
each scored 12 points, while Rita
Wolcott put in nine points of her
own.
However, Morningside's Jess
Johnson was the key offensive player
of the game as she led both squads
with 22 points. Yong Tran followed
with 13 points.
The leading rebounders for WSU
were Jennifer Hosting and Maryann
Witberler with four apiece. Jenny
Childress of Morningside grabbed
eight rebounds.
On the second day of the Warrior
Classic, WSU hosted Buena Vista in
the second nonconference game of
the season.
However, the Warriors were
handed their second loss by a score
of 74-66 before a crowd of 153 spec-

tators.
At the end of the first half, the
score was tied at 38-38, but the Warriors fell behind and were unable to
come back from an eight point deficit.
From the field, the Warriors shot
.380%, while Buena Vista shot .463%.
Three pointers also seemed to be a
weak link for the Warriors as the
hosting team shot .167% compared
to Buena Vista's .500%.
One area which the Warriors did
excel in was free throw shooting as
they hit .800%, compared to Buena
Vista's .381%.
Angela Bohringer had an outstanding game as she scored 22
points, and was followed by Jennifer Hosting's 14. Both Bohringer
and Hosting crashed the boards as
each pulled down eight rebounds.
Buena Vista's Jennifer Erickson took
10 rebounds for her team.
Winona State's record dropped
to 0-3 as they traveled to Johnson

Field house in Menomonie, Wis. for
a nonconference matchup against
the University of Wisconsin-Stout.
Again the Warriors failed to get
their first win of the season as they
were defeated by a score of 87-62
before a crowd of 400.
Winona State shot .319% from
the field compared to UW-Stout's
.414%. The Warriors were 2-3 from
3-point range, but UW-Stout came
up on top as they hit 3-4 from 3point land.
WSU again shot free throws effectively as they finished the game
16-24, where as UW-Stout went 2640.
The leading scorer for the Warriors was Vickie Field with 16 points,
and UW-Stout's Staci Rademacher
led her team with 14.
Jennifer Hosting and Field were
the leading rebounders for WSU as
each grabbed 10 apiece. The leading
rebounder for UW-Stout was Terri
Thompson with seven boards.

Winona State's Angela Bohringer
also had an impressive eight blocks.
The Warriors will be having a
three game homestand as they will
be hosting the American University
of Puerto Rico on Dec. 7, Mount
Mercy College on Dec. 9, and Saint
Mary's University on Dec. 12.

Upcoming Home Schedule
UW-La Crosse

Jan. 3 7:00

UM-Morris

Jan. 24 6:00

Moorhead St

Jan. 27 6:00

UM-Duluth

Jan. 31 6:00

Bemidji St.

Feb. 7 6:00

Northern St.

Feb. 10 6:00

Wayne St.

Feb. 28 7:00

T-wolves
Garnett fo
real?
Mark Domeier
b the Winonan

arnet is the name of a
of common silicate minerals tlta
typically associated with contact
metamorphism—. Garnets are ulii4
as gems and in abrasives_m
according to the History of the Earth
calendar by Richard I.
A basketball fan might ha,0:.
wonder if the Minn**.
Timberwolves did not chuckle.,
themselves after taking,.. iCov
Garnett as the fifth overallplayer
last summer's NBA draft.
The idea of Garnett, though
spelled differently, as a gem or an
abrasive seems to fit this 19-year old
phenom well.
In the occasional game when
See Garnett Column, page 11

FOOTBALL

Winona State wraps up tough season, fall to Northern Iowa
Warriors avenge earlier loss to Bemidji State by winning 29-15, but are defeated by the UNI Panthers 48-3 in the season finale
By GRANT CHRISTIANSON
Sports Reporter

T

he Winona State University
men's football team got their revenge
on an early season loss by beating
Bemidji State University by a score of
29-15 at the Annual NSIC Metrodome
Classic in Minneapolis, MN on November 12.
Leading the warriors were Chad
Fitzsimmons who caught two touchdown passes, and David Cooper, who
rushed for 151 yards to lead the Warriors to victory.
Leading defensively was Kyle
Stoffel who ended the game with 11
tackles, three assisted tackles, and one

sack. Also, Mike Mysicka and Jim
Rix each had an interception, while
Mike Greengard recovered a Bemidji
State fumble.
Bemidji State University was the
first team to light up the score board
with a first quarter strike, but the
Warriors were quick to retaliate
when Warrior Randy O'Donnell
sacked Bemidji State's quarterback
in the end zone for a safety.
On the next drive, the Warriors
took eleven plays to march 51 yards
to the end zone for the score as Jason
Be-nrud's one yard jaunt put the Warriors up by a 8-7 margin. The next
score by WSU was on Fitzsimmons
first touchdown reception, a fourteen yard score from Jake Goettl.

.

Bemidji State University tied the
score at 15 points apiece, but
Fitzsimmons broke the tie on a 68
yard receiver-reverse pass from
Scott Schmaltz. From that point on,
the Warriors did not look back.
To ensure the victory, Goettl
added a one yard touchdown pass
to tight end Joel Akason.
Next up for the Warriors was the
Panthers of Northern Iowa. On the
18th of November, the squad traveled south to Cedar Falls to take on
the Panthers. After the impressive
win against BSU, the Warriors
wanted to make it two wins in a
row, but Northern Iowa had a different idea as they defeated the
Warriors by the score of 48-3.

The Warriors were contained by
the UNI defense the entire game.
The offense of WSU was held to 204
net yards the entire game. Some of
the players contributing to the offensive effort were Dave Cooper who
had twenty carries for 57 yards. Also,
Seth Becker carried the ball 12 times
for a total of 53 yards.
The Warriors air attack was led
by Fitzsimmons, Schmaltz, and
Akason, who had two catches apiece.
For the day, quarterback Jake Goettl
totaled 19 passing attempts, hooking up with his receivers on nine of
those chances. Goettl passed for 74
yards for the day.
Leading the way for the Warrior
defense line was Jason Hammer.

Hammer finished with seven tackles, four assisted tackles, and one
forced fumble.
Also helping the Warriors attack
was Kyle Stoffel (nine tackles and
one assisted tackle), Sean Jensen (five
tackles and one assist), and Marcus
McGee (four tackles and two assists).
Steve Gojkaj and Aaron Phillips
both finished with three tackles and
two assists.
The only scoring by WSU was on
a 44-yard field goal by Jason Young.
The Warriors used 12 plays and
marched 53 yards before the UNI
defense stopped the drive. The Warriors had to settle for the field goall,
which turned out to be the only scoring that WSU did the entire game.

The only other scoring chance
was when the Warriors intercepted
a UNI pass on the Panthers 27-yard
line. Three plays later, WSU wal
forced to kick a field goal, but wa!
missed by Warrior kicker Jasor
Young.
Other than the failed field goal
the Warriors really didn't have an
other good scoring opportunity it
the game.
For the season, the Warriors fin
ished with a conference record of 3
3 and an overall record of 6-5.
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RUNNING CLUB
t

Runners defeat dogs in unusual
Reindeer 5k race in Twin Cities
By KEVIN BECHARD
Sports Editor

S

o the weather has been dropping in the last couple of weeks.
Well, this did not discourage four
members of Winona State
University's Running club from taking part in Bally's 5k (3.1 miles) Reindeer Run this past Saturday.
The race was held at Lake Harriet
in Southwest Minneapolis, and attracted more than 3,000 people, both
walkers and runners.
Four members of the club participated in the run, and all finished
well in the upper half with times
around 20-23 minutes. The Winona
State runners included Dennis
Chapel, Eric Corder, Mike Olson,
and Mary Schmidt.
Being that the weather has been
fairly decent the past week or so

Garnett

continued from page 10

coach Bill Blair plays Garnett for
extended periods of time and allows
him to touch the ball on offense, the
youngster shines. He is driving to
the hoop, grabbing rebounds, and
skying for dunks. He is also an
exceptional shot blocker on the defensive end of the floor.
However, more often than not,
Blair only gives him limited playing
time. Too many of the box scores
this year have shown Garnett playing for the last 20 minutes in a game.
These are games where ESPN's
Sportcenter shows highlights of
Garnett missing a dunk. These are
the games where he feels he must do

must have had something to do with
attracting this number of people. The
runners and walkers were treated to
weather in the lower 40's without a
wind-chill of any sort.
Typically, races in December do
not attract many people, but since
this was a fund raiser for Toys for
Tots, runners probably felt the need
to lace up their shoes and to get
some exercise at the same time.
Race times? Well, this was not a
factor for most of the runners. In
fact, according to Dennis Chapel, a
member of the Running Club, it took
him several minutes to reach the
starting line after the gun went off.
"It was nuts. I figure that after
the initial starting shot sounded, it
took me 3-4 minutes before I crossed
the start line," said Chapel.
Imagine this: Red and green outfits of all sorts lined with bells and
runners/walkers dressing as Santa
as much as he can in order to impress the coach in order to receive
more playing time.
If the Tmberwolves were not going to go fora player who could help
them win right away, such as Damon
Stoudmire (now playing very well
for the Toronto Raptors), they might
as well record as many wins as they
can by playing their best players
more, and that includes Kevin
Garnett.
When allowed to play extensively, Garnett is like the hidden
gem from last year's draft. However, by taking him out of his offensive game and not giving him sufficient playing time, the
Timberwolves are only rubbing the
wrong way with their loyal fans.

Don't Be Naive

Walk In A Group or Call
For An Escort
Call 457-5555

Clause with dogs wearing fake antlers. Well, this was the case as about
10-15% of those people who participated in this race did not show up
in the boring running gear, but instead spiced up the event a bit.
couldn't help but wonder what
the runners which I passed near the
end of the race were thinking when
I ran by dressed in red long johns
with a Santa Claus hat on," said
Chapel.
According to WSU's runners, the
number of dogs in the race was
approximately 50-100, most of
which were dressed in bizarre green
and red outfits which were lined
with bells.
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Winona State University
1201 Gilmore Avenue (Winona Mall) 452-8752
*Limited Delivery Area To Insure Safe Driving!
Our Delivery Drivers Carry Less Than $20.00
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Aaron Rodriguez
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Ballplayer freshman year.
Little League Coach sophomore year.
Killed junior year.
December 28, 1993
San Antonio, TX
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If you don't stop someone
from driving drunk, who will?
Do whatever it takes.

Crazy

Bread®

..'.with any pizza purchase!

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

99

I

REALLY
COUNTS
Whatever causes you're giving to
now, set a goal to increase your giving to
a level that will make a permanent and
positive difference. Give Five - 5 hours a
week and 5% of your income. The
rewards will make you feel like a winner
every day of your life. For more
information, call 1-800-55-GIVE-5.

George P. Joyce, D.D. S.
is pleased to announce the association of

James P. Hughes, D.D.S., M.S.
. Dr. Hughes is currently a clinical instructor at the University of
Minnesota School of Dentistry. He recently completed requirements
for a Master of Science in Dentistry degree in Oral Pathology. Dr.
Hughes has had nine years experience in general dentistry before
obtaining his advanced degree.
Dr. James P. Hughes will be acce ring a pointments Thursdays and
Fridays now until the middle of December in.the off ce of r Joyce. Thereafter, he will
have full-time office hours. To schedule an appointment with Dr. Hughes please call
452-5214 or stop in at 50 West Second Street.

i

Dentists are providers for Delta Dental and Heatlh Partners
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lens of thousands
of people will need blood
during the holidays.
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YourReiailloroscope

@ AOL. COM

DILBERT ® by Scott Adams
WELCOME TO THE
DOGI3ERT SHOW.
TODAY I TALK A30UT
GETTING GOVERNVENT
OFF OUR BACKS

by Ruby Wyner—lo
A.A. B. P.-certified Astrologer

I

0
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I DREAM OF A WORLD COHERE 1)- r5ASICALLY) ANYTHING
SOMEDAY YOU CAN BUY
THAT GETS RID OF
LIQUOR, CIGARETTES
PEOPLE IS OKAY WITH
AND FIREARMS AT A
ME. I3UT BEFORE
u);
DRIVE.-THRU WINDOW
YOU GO, BUY MY
AND USE THEM ALL BEFORE
NEW 1300K
SOU GET 1--kOMEJ
LL

;

Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) You're in
luck. A tall, dark Capricorn will
enclose you in a giant thermos.
Taurus: (Apr. 20-May 20) You
will be visited by a magical cat
named Caesar. Feed him seafood blend Meow Mix, and he
will grant you a wish.
Gemini: (May 21 June 21) The
stars advise against associating
with archbishops and other
members of the higher clergy.
Monsignors are okay.
Cancer: (June 22-July 22) Since
you accurately predicted Don
Rickles' comeback, can't you do
something for Doug Henning?
Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) Don't be
alarmed by the advances of an
office lothario. His penis will
explode during this week's quarterly meeting.
Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Expect
great things when the planets
align this week. For instance,
instead of getting repeated kicks
to the stomach, you'll only get
punched once in the throat.
Libra: (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) An improper use of a semicolon results

The

in an embarrassing misunderstanding.
Scorpio: (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) Start a
conversation with this statement: "The hippo is nature's
craftiest creature." Then watch
the sparks fly!
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is the first day of your
rectal cavity cleansing. Wear
something flame retardant.
Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Your
vacation to Cancun is ruined by
an in-flight screening of Captain
Ron.
Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) You'll
lose your ability to speak when
your vocal folds are replaced with
a deluxe cheeseburger.
Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) Whack
yourself in the face with a pipe
wrench. Bleed. Rinse. Repeat.

OVER THE HEDGETM by Michael Fry and T Lewis
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ROBOTMAN® by Jim Meddick
RELAX- I'M .LUST
ACCELERATING MY
EVOLuTION A TLIP•,

E-Mail: JimMeddick@aol.com

BUT

THERE
MAY BE

Foot. I CAN READ YOUR THOO6His-

SE1KG!
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ANA) T PoNir TAKE KINDLY

TO VOW

"HAIR CLUB FOR MEN" rnuSING •
TAKE IT SACK OR I'LL
TEI.eK/NET/CALLy
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EFFECTS?
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Ms. Wyner-lo would like to extend
a formal apology to all water and air
signs for her unusually harsh predictions last week. Earth signs, on the
other hand, can ram it for all she
cares
.

© 1995 by Onion Features Syndicate
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Decline FallCalendar
of Significant Events

°Veiol o c...

by Charlie Breunig (Sr Bill Feenv

M 0 N Just minutes after delivering an anti-hel-

met-law speech to a group of motorcycle
enthusiasts, actor Gary Busey crashed his
flog on this day in 1988. The severe head injuries
he suffered don't appear to have impaired or
improved his acting ability.

4

T H U A Marcos double-header: Philippine

7

police arrested Ferdinand Marcos on this
day in 1939 for the murder of his father's
political rival. And Imelda Marcos was stabbed on
this day in 1972 by a hooligan who was shot on the
spot by her bodyguards.
FRI

A two-mile-wide asteroid passed within

8

2.2 million miles of Earth on this clay in
1992 a close shave by astronomical standards. Scientists didn't announce the incident
until January, fearing the general population
might panic.
SAT The body of South Carolina statesman
T U E On this day in 1992, astronauts aboard the

5

space shuttle scrapped a plan to put six
metal balls into orbit because the balllauncher had dead batteries. The balls were supposed to have helped hone NASA's skill in detecting space debris.
WED Televangelist Jim Bakker had a tryst on

6

this day in 1981 with secretary Jessica
Hahn in a motel where, as the Bible says,
he "knew" her. Later in the decade Bakker was
jailed for swindling his flock and Hahn flaunted
her augmented bust for videos and skin mags.

9

(and slaveliolder) Henry Laurens was the
fuel for America's first official cremation
on this day in 1792. His son buried the ashes on
the plantation.
SUN R&B singer Otis Redding met his maker

10

on this day in 1967 when his plane
plunged into the icy water of Lake
Monona in Madison,,Wisconsin. The song "Satin'
on the Dock of the Bay" subsequently became
Otis's biggest hit. Pop doofus Michael Bolton also
had great success with the song in the late 1980s.

"Just kidding Al, it's me, Dr. Hanks!"

•

Spring Break
SPRING BREAK Mazatlan
from $399. Air/7 nights
hotel/free nightly beer parties/discounts. (800)3664786

Earn a Free Trip! By selling
our spring Break packages. To
Mazatlan or Cancun. We pay
the highest $$$. For Info. call
1-800-446-8355, Mark.

Spring Break We'll beat any
price, Cancun Bahamas ect.
Free all you can drink parties
everynight Sign up your
friends & go free Best package available 800763-5606

*FREE TRIPS AND CASH*
Find out how hundreds of
students are already earning
(-0EI1. 1-1P4D713LAND w e QNtUN
Book Before
FROM
FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF
FROM
IIec.15 for:
lowest prices
CASH with America's #1
best hotels
Spring Break Company! Sell
low depositS
rcrscn
credit cards
only 15 trips and travel free!
Free Parties a
Choose Cancun, Bahamas,
Free Food l!!!
Mazatlan, or Florida! CALL
NOW! TAKE A BREAK
1-800-SURF'S UP
STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95- STUDENT EXPRESS, INC.
BREAK!

MITIO IRIAN /96

Wanted! ! Individuals,
Student Organizations, and
Small Groups to Promote
SPRING BREAK '96. Earn
MONEY and FREE TRIPS.
CALL THE NATION'S
LEADER, INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS http://
www.icpt.com or 1-800327-6013.

'399

For Rent
Subleaser needed. 1M to live
w/4. $195 a month. All utilites
incl. Own room. Avail. immd.
Call 454-6545.

International Students-Visitors, DV-1 Green and Program available. 11-800-661°7167 & 1-800-772-7168.

Help Wanted
Burger King is now hiring
ALL shifts. Apply in person
1215 Gilmore Ave. Winona
Mall.

Nationwide Companies need
men/women to assemble
products at home. Earn $252
to $620 weekly. Experience
Unnecessary. Start immediately. Call 1-520-764-2324.
Ext. 4593

Recent grads, juniors, and
seniors: Large midwest
Financial Institution has 3
paid intern/training positions
available in local area. Call
612-739-5283 or write F.F.S
Box 25514 Woodbury, MN
55125

For Sale
C. F. Martin Backpacker
guitar.Barely used. $115. 4546494.
Clothes for lil' critters. 477
W. 5th offers infant to preteen
sizes. Large selection of
Baptismal new fall & winter
merchandise arriving daily.
Clearance racks now at 4050% off. We offer free
layaway & free gift wrapping.
452-7223.
1991 GEO Tracker 4x 4. New
tires, am/fm cassette, soft top,
custom striping. Asking
$7995. Call 457-5107 days
or see Carol in admissions.

